Condensate and Water Leak Alarms

The insurance industry reports water damage to be one of its most common and expensive claims. Don’t become a statistic. Stops drips before they become floods.

GOOD PROTECTION
21912

- Single Sensor Alarm
  - 110 dB audible alarm
  - Single 30” ribbon sensor easily identifies the smallest leaks
  - Use under sinks, under water heaters, or along A/C condensate pans
  - Powered by 9V battery

BEETTER PROTECTION
21911

- Dual Sensor Alarm
  - 110 dB audible alarm
  - Dual 30” ribbon sensors easily identify the smallest leaks
  - Ideal for mechanical rooms requiring more than a single point of protection
  - Powered by 9V battery

BEST PROTECTION
21910

- Single Sensor Alarm w/ A/C Cut-Off
  - 110 dB audible alarm with integrated A/C cut-off switch
  - Single 30” solid state ribbon sensor recognizes condensate overflow
  - More reliable than a float switch
  - Powered by 24 VAC from A/C control board

PURCHASE INDIVIDUALLY TO HANG OR IN 6 PACK CARTONS FOR COUNTER DISPLAY